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Despite a globally uniform increase in the concentrations of emitted greenhouse gases, radiatively forced surface
warming can have significant spatial variations. These define warming patterns that depend on preexisting climate
states and through atmospheric and oceanic dynamics can drive changes of the hydrological cycle with global-scale
feedbacks. Our study reviews research progress on the hydrological cycle changes and their effects on multiscale
climate variability. Overall, interannual variability is expected to become stronger in the Pacific and Indian Oceans
and weaker in the Atlantic. Global monsoon rainfall is projected to increase and the wet season to lengthen despite
a slowdown of atmospheric circulation. Strong variations among monsoon regions are likely to emerge, depend-
ing on surface conditions such as orography and land–sea contrast. Interdecadal climate variability is expected to
modulate the globally averaged surface temperature change with pronounced anomalies in the polar and equato-
rial regions, leading to prolonged periods of enhanced or reduced warming. It is emphasized that advanced global
observations, regional simulations, and process-level investigations are essential for improvements in understand-
ing, predicting, and projecting the modes of climate variability, monsoon sensitivity, and energetic fluctuations in
a warming climate.
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Introduction

Climate provides the environment for all living
creatures on Earth, and its variability has tremen-
dous impacts on entire aspects of human society.
The impacts induced by marked changes in the
long-term mean climate and its variability have
been well acknowledged by scientists and the gen-
eral public. Global land and ocean warming poses
severe stresses to the hydrological, ecological, and
social environment upon which human beings are
dependent, especially in the tropics. Outstanding

footprints of climate change are the increased
occurrence of extreme weather events, global-
scale glacier melting, and the consequent sea-level
rise. The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) has evaluated global
and regional climate change based on extensive
research. The Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the
IPCC indicates that although the increase in green-
house gas (GHG) concentrations is approximately
uniform in the atmosphere, surface warming
exhibits significant spatial nonuniformity1 and
regional diversity2 (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Relationship between ensemble and annual mean regional changes of the tropical SST (contours, K), 1000 hPa winds
(vectors, m/s), and precipitation in percentage (color shading, %) projected by 37 CMIP5 models. The forcing scenarios include
(A) historical with the difference betweenmeans of 1901–1910 and 1991–2000, and (B) RCP4.5with 2089–2098minus 2006–2015.
All changes are normalized by the tropical (20°S–20°N) mean SST warming.

Global climate change is geographically hetero-
geneous. The signature of multiscale changes in
the mean and variability of climate properties, such
as air/sea temperatures, circulation, and rainfall,
differs among regions. Long-term trends may even
have opposite signs in adjacent areas due to cou-
pling mechanisms, such as land–sea and air–sea
interactions. Therefore, for a specific area, regional
climate change, that is, the deviation from a large-
scale average for the area, can be more important
than global mean trends, from both a scientific and
a socioeconomic viewpoint.1–4 Moreover, regional
changes usually leave footprints in other regions
and may have global impacts because the whole
climate system is fully connected across spatial and
temporal scales.5–7
The increases in surface temperature, compris-

ing both land and sea surface temperature (SST)
and often used as one indicator of the climate
state, are not uniform over the globe. The primary
focus of the present study is on SST, which has
been the subject of many analyses and reanalyses.
Discrepancies are still discernible between many of
these different studies, as recently diagnosed in Ref.
8. Some uncertainties in scientific findings seem

to stem from the uncertainties in different data
sources.9 Nevertheless, there is a strong consensus
that SST has increased almost everywhere in the
oceans in the 20th century except for the northern
Atlantic.10–12 The largest SST increase occurred
in the midlatitudes of the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres.13–15 However, SST trends have been
found to be inconsistent in the eastern Pacific
in both observations and simulations,16,17 espe-
cially in the region known as the equatorial cold
tongue (Fig. 1). Regional discrepancies between
warming18,19 and cooling20,21 result in uncertainties
in the trends of the zonal SST gradient between the
eastern and western parts of the basin. This leads to
different conclusions on the projections of changes
of theWalker circulation in the atmosphere and the
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)22–25 in the
context of global warming.
Moreover, there are areas that have seem-

ingly cooled even in the Southern Hemisphere
despite pronounced global warming in past few
decades.26–28 This has been attributed to the uncer-
tainty in trend analysis due to the combined effects
of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) over the
Antarctic, the Southern Oscillation beyond the
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polar region, and El Niño in the tropics.29–31 SST
changes over the coastal regions are more uneven
than in the open oceans.32 Climate extremes
(e.g., cold/heat waves and flood/drought events)
have exhibited heterogeneous trends across many
regions. These complexities make it challenging
to clearly understand and reliably project regional
climate change and the associated responses of
climate variability.
The uncertainty in climate projections has been

largely attributed to the high sensitivity of climate
models to the parameterizations for which the
fundamental physics and dynamics are still poorly
understood, such as cloud and radiative transfer
(e.g., Refs. 33–35). Clouds interact with the large-
scale environment in ways that are not fully known
because atmospheric convection and large-scale
circulation determine the distribution of water
vapor throughout the whole air column. Latent
heat released by phase changes of water is a major
source of energy that drives and sustains the mean
climate and its variability.36–38 The vertical pro-
files of moisture and atmospheric heating are not
only key dynamical and thermodynamic factors,
but also essential elements for climate simulation,
prediction, and projection.
In the tropics, the atmosphere is in a state of

conditional instability. The concept of convective
quasi-equilibrium is the basis for many widely used
convection schemes in climate models.39–41 Details
of the interactions between large-scale circulation
and small-scale convection that define different
flavors of convective parameterization are beyond
the scope of this review. The complexity of such
interactions intrinsically affects the abilities of
climate models to simulate the hydrological cycle
and its changes, which alter convection and clouds.
Based on the simulation results of multi-model
ensembles and extensive diagnostic studies, a con-
sensus has emerged that the dominant source of
uncertainty in climate models is cloud change–
associated convective and radiative feedback,
which leads to poor performance in simulating
precipitation.42–46
Global warming–induced changes in the pro-

cesses that modulate the convective and radiative
feedbacks and their effects on the hydrological cycle
(see below) are key elements of the responses of cli-
mate variability.47 With the increase in tropospheric
temperature and rise of the tropopause,48 the pro-

files of most atmospheric variables shift upward
but are tuned by the atmosphere circulation that is
also modified by the global warming. Models show
that atmospheric warming also leads to increased
water vapor, decreased lapse rate, and slowed
large-scale circulation, which can contribute either
positively or negatively to changes in evaporation,
divergence, convection, and precipitation.49 For
instance, low-level moisture increase under global
warming would enhance convective activities, caus-
ing the rich-get-richer pattern in rainfall change.50
However, gross moist stability tends to increase
and counteract the rich-get-richer pattern in the
tropics, consistent with the weakening of tropical
circulation.51 Another robust response is an expan-
sion of the Hadley cell52 due to static stabilization
of the tropical atmosphere.53 Regional precipitation
redistribution is further modulated by the SST
pattern change and associated feedbacks with the
atmospheric circulation.54 This interdependence
can drastically influence55 future climate variability,
such as the ENSO, the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD),
and monsoon circulations. Observed and predicted
changes in climate variability have been investi-
gated substantially,47,56–58 and yet understanding
and constraining uncertainty in climate projections
remain difficult challenges.59,60
The present study aims to review changes in

the hydrological cycle and their effects on various
important climate processes on different timescales,
such as the ENSO, global and regional monsoon
systems, and the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation
(AMO). Our efforts intend to address specific
points in the IPCC reports and not to replace them.
We start by briefly summarizing the fundamental
dynamics and general phenomena of regional cli-
mate change in “Important highlights of regional
climate change” section. Multiscale climate vari-
ability and its responses to global warming are next
reviewed along with the interactions among them.
Interannual variability is addressed in “Influence
on interannual variability” section; the monsoon
systems are discussed in “Impact on monsoons”
section; the relationships between global warming
and interdecadal variability, such as the inter-
decadal Pacific oscillation (IPO), are examined in
“Interdecadal variability and global warming” sec-
tion. Finally, conclusions and indicative suggestions
for future research are provided in “Discussion and
outlook” section.
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Figure 2. Schematic plot for regional climate change in the tropics. The wet-get-wetter/drier represents the opposing effects on
rainfall change between the atmospheric moistening and circulation weakening, with the red bar across denoting their offset. The
warmer-get-wetter paradigm is illustrated with ensemble mean changes of SST (contours), precipitation (shading), and surface
winds (vectors) in 19 CMIP5 simulations (adapted from Ref. 61). Changes of the Hadley (500-hPa zonal-integrated meridional
streamfunction) and Walker (15°S–15°N averaged 250-hPa velocity potential) cells are reproduced from Ref. 62, with ensemble
means (red line) accompanied by spreads (± standard deviation) of 22 CMIP3 models (light red shading) and those without the
first two modes in singular value decompositions on SST (dark red shading), where red (blue) circles represent strengthening
(weakening) circulations.

Important highlights of regional climate
change

Regional climate change (Fig. 1) includes the spatial
patterns in the responses to the increase in GHG
concentrations of land/SST, precipitation, atmo-
spheric and ocean circulations, water vapor, clouds,
hydrological cycle, and energy transport.49 These
regional manifestations of climate change influence
the distribution of heat waves, storminess, droughts,
floods, and wildfires, all of which affect fisheries,
agriculture and food security, the economy, and
ecosystem sustainability.59 In a broad sense, we will
label regional to climate phenomena in scales rang-
ing from thousands of kilometers (continents and
ocean basins) to tens of kilometers (ocean currents
and eddies). This section introduces the fundamen-
talmechanisms61,62 shaping regional climate change
in the tropics (Fig. 2) and compares the responses
of different ocean basins with global warming
(Fig. 1).

Dynamical fundamentals of tropical climate
change
Tropical SST change can be decomposed63 into
a spatial average (uniform increase) and devia-

tions from it (regional patterns). A hypothetical
uniform SST warming would result in increased
atmospheric water vapor and static stability as
tropospheric warming increases with height.53
Regional consequences can include an expansion
of the tropics,52 a slowdown of the atmospheric
circulation,51 and an increase in the precipitation
minus evaporation (P–E) gradient.64 Recent studies
suggest that under global warming, the spatial
patterns of SST can change significantly, affecting
interactions between the ocean and atmosphere.62
This has been recognized as a dominant factor and
source of uncertainty in water cycle63 and oceanic
rainfall62 changes caused by the adjustments of
atmospheric circulation.53 Such robust changes are
illustrated in Figure 2. On the other hand, amplified
land warming by enhanced longwave heating by
CO2

65 and water vapor66 and the resultant reduc-
tion of relative humidity67 dominate the rainfall
and circulation changes over land.

Spatially uniform SST warming. Observational
evidence shows that the subsidence boundaries
of the tropics are expanding poleward in both
hemispheres, based on at least five metrics:
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tropopause height frequency; satellite-observed
outgoing longwave radiation, atmosphere tem-
perature, and cloud cover; extent of Hadley cell
stream function; latitudinal location of jet streams;
and precipitation intensity.68 However, the most
easily observed metrics (e.g., precipitation) have
too strong surface forcing, while the most closely
related parameters (e.g., stream function) are not
always directly observable. Hence, the estimated
expansion rate varies widely from 0.5° to 1.0°
per decade. Stratospheric ozone depletion, GHG
concentration increase, and aerosol emission all
contribute to tropical widening, and attribution
is complicated by their high internal variability.69
Model diagnostics also reveal significant uncer-
tainty induced by contradictory radiative effects of
cloud and water vapor changes.70

Tentative physical explanations for the tropical
expansion have been given based on either numer-
ical simulations or theoretical predictions. Static
stabilization of the tropical atmosphere reduces the
baroclinicity in the subtropics and displaces eddy
activity to higher latitudes.52 Phase speed increase
of upper tropospheric baroclinic waves71 weakens
the waves’ equatorward penetration, which shifts
the jet stream by altering eddy momentum flux
convergence associated with the storm tracks.
The stratospheric circumpolar westerly jet rein-
forces the tropical expansion in a similar way.72
Aerosols are also found to help reduce meridional
temperature gradients, weakening and expanding
the meridional stream function and zonal wind
patterns.69 Held and Hou developed a simplified
framework to derive the latitudinal boundary of
the Hadley circulation as a function of tropopause
height, with a tropopause rise predicting Hadley
cell expansion.48 This process involves relaxed
meridional temperature gradients, which can be
traced back to a reduced vertical shear of the zonal
wind through the thermal wind relation.53
The weakening tropical circulation is then

connected to the increased depth of convection,
as constrained by conservation of moist static
energy.73 Such a slowdown (Fig. 2) was initially
observed for the Walker cell74 in association with
reduced gradients of sea-level pressure,16 although
this trend is partially offset75 for global mean sur-
face wind speed.76 The reduction in strength of
both the ascent and descent branches has been
explained on the basis of thermodynamic51 and

radiative relationships77 in model projections. The
global mean water vapor and vertical gradient of
air temperature increase at ∼7% K−1 of surface
warming, but the fractional changes in global mean
precipitation and net longwave radiative cooling are
only ∼1–2% K−1. These facts combined indicate a
weakening of the circulation at a rate of about 5%
K−1, though why precipitation changes as such has
not been thoroughly explained from surface energy
and evaporation points of view.49
The moistened boundary layer becomes moist

unstable under global warming, which would
enhance convection and precipitation in convective
regions, as indicated in Chapter 14 of IPCC AR5.
This is known as the dynamical rich-get-richer
view.78 As the overall stability increases and circu-
lation weakens, however, the tropics-wide rich-get-
richer pattern cannot hold, although it may be able
to locally. Meanwhile, in the assumed absence of
circulation changes, increased atmospheric water
vapor implies an increased moisture transport from
dry to wet regions and an increased gradient of
P–E. This thermodynamic wet-get-wetter view51

appears to hold on very large spatial scales.
However, neither observations nor simulations

support the rich-get-richer or wet-get-wetter argu-
ment regionally throughout the whole tropics: the
spatial correlation between climatological precip-
itation and future change is low in the projections
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP) phase 5.79 An upped-ante hypothesis was
proposed to explain rainfall reduction in the con-
vective margins.50 However, this mechanism does
not apply universally in all margins but only in
those where moisture increase is insufficient to
meet the raised convective threshold following the
tropical mean SST warming.80 These discrepan-
cies emphasize the need for spatially consistent
theories to explain regional change of tropical
precipitation.

SST pattern effect. The slowdown of circula-
tion induced by global warming can manifest
itself locally through a dynamical mechanism53

dubbed mean advection of stratification change
(MASC). A tropics-wide atmospheric stabiliza-
tion (increased warming with height) leads to an
elevated maximum warming in the troposphere
resulting in relative cooling of the air column in
ascending regions due to anomalous cold advection
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of low-level air, and relative warming in subsidence
regions due to warm advection. This not only
reduces horizontal air temperature and pressure
gradients as well as vertical velocity, but also causes
the greatest future weakening of the circulation to
occur in the region with the strongest preexisting
motion.49 Therefore, MASC exerts a wet-get-drier
effect on regional precipitation (Fig. 2), opposing
and mitigating wet-get-wetter.54
Due to the complexity of climate feedbacks and

the differences in ocean–atmosphere interactions,81
surface warming from the greenhouse effect is
significantly enhanced in some regions82 (e.g., the
equatorial Pacific) and notably weakened in others.
The offset between wet-get-wetter and wet-get-
drier allows for the deviations of SST warming
from its tropical mean to dominate regional rainfall
change, and precipitation increases where there is
more warming and decreases where there is less
(Fig. 2). This warmer-get-wetter paradigm is orga-
nized into two outstanding modes (Fig. 1), both
accompanied by coherent surface wind patterns.
An equatorial peak in warming anchors a local
increase in precipitation and anomalous conver-
gence of surface winds, and a meridional dipole
centered near the equator enhances rainfall and
convergence and weakens the trade winds over the
warmer hemisphere.
The SST patterns induce changes in the atmo-

spheric circulation that have the same order of
magnitude as the slowdown.49 Both the Hadley and
Walker circulations tend to weaken with spatially
uniform SST warming; however, the Hadley cell
slowdown is partially offset by the effect of the SST
patterns. The two mechanisms reinforce each other
in some regions but oppose in others, resulting in
robust weakening north of the equator but weak
and highly uncertain changes near and south of the
equator (Fig. 2). Specifically, the equatorial peak of
SST warming drives an enhanced Hadley circula-
tion on either side of the equator, and the south-to-
north gradient causes a cross-equatorial circulation,
implying enhanced and weakened Hadley cells in
the Southern and Northern Hemisphere, respec-
tively. A strengthening trend has been documented
for theHadley cell in recent decades;83 however, this
trend seems to be largely due to internal variability.
Therefore, the spatially nonuniform SST warm-

ing has significant consequences on the atmo-
spheric circulation62 and spatial redistribution of

precipitation.79 The SST patterns also act against
the slowdown of surface winds, and a significant
enhancement of trade winds in the southeastern
subtropics results in an insignificant trend for global
mean speed.75 The complexity of such competing
mechanisms brings great uncertainty into historical
observational data sets84 and future projections by
climate models,62 including the CMIP6.85

Interbasin comparison of robust changes in
the upper and deeper ocean
Previous research has attributed spatial variations
in ocean warming mainly to differences in air–sea
coupling modes and ocean circulation between
various ocean basins.63 Oceanic diffusivity, sub-
duction, and advection can transmit sea-surface
warming signals to the interior. Turbulent mixing
induced by surface winds and waves spreads heat
into the deep ocean, while the meridional over-
turning circulation more directly transports warm
water from the surface to the abyssal ocean at high
latitudes. There are large differences in deep ocean
circulation among the ocean basins. As a result,
the nonuniformity in temperature change at and
below the subsurface is more pronounced than that
at the surface. Here, we review the aforementioned
regional climate change in detail by comparing
various ocean basins and discussing the dominant
mechanisms responsible for their differences.61

The surface ocean. In the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1B),
there is minimal warming in the southeastern sub-
tropics, which is in sharp contrast with the strong
warming and enhanced rainfall north of the equa-
tor. The projected El Niño–like pattern of SST
change82 anchors strong convergence of the merid-
ional wind to cause a significant precipitation
increase in the eastern equatorial Pacific, corre-
sponding to a robust weakening of the surface
Walker circulation. The SST and precipitation
changes in the equatorial and South Atlantic
are similar to those in the Pacific, following the
warmer-get-wetter paradigm. However, the North
Atlantic is significantly different from the North
Pacific with respect to the magnitude of surface
and subsurface warming. The northern subduction
branch of the Atlantic meridional overturning
circulation (AMOC) transports surface warming
into the deep ocean, resulting in weaker upper layer
but stronger lower layer warming compared with
the nonoverturning Pacific.
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The projected surface warming of the Indian
Ocean is more pronounced in the northwest than
in the southeast (Fig. 1B). This is attributed to a
local ocean–atmosphere coupled mode. On the
background of global warming, ocean currents are
relaxed by the weakening of the equatorial westerly
winds. The subsequent anomalous downwelling
warms SST in the western tropical Indian Ocean,
while anomalous upwelling of lower layer water
cools SST off the Sumatra-Java coast. Precipitation
changes accordingly, as the positive phase of the
IOD appears more frequently.86 However, recent
studies suggest that this may be due to overesti-
mated activity of the IOD in climate models, which
is unlikely to emerge in nature.87

The interior ocean. Increase of the Pacific sub-
surface temperature is only evident for northern
subtropical mode water that originates in a major
ocean subduction region. Meanwhile, the Kuroshio
Extension exhibits enhanced local warming two
to three times faster than the global mean SST
increase, known as a “hotspot.”88 Here, the sub-
tropical western boundary currents are accelerated
by global warming and are able to carry more trop-
ical water to midlatitudes and cause pronounced
warming. The eddy-induced mixing and mode
water subduction near the Kuroshio Extension
can transmit the warming signals downward from
ocean surface simultaneously, resulting in robust
local subsurface warming.
In addition, the interannual variability of the

hotspot hints at anomalous forcing from the
atmosphere that influences the surface fluxes of
moisture and energy, resulting in marine heat
waves, such as the “blob.”89,90 This regulates the
location where the hotspots actually appear,91 and,
in turn, greatly affect the location of hurricane
and typhoon activity. The mode water–induced
weakening of the subtropical countercurrent may
also be a factor in the nonuniform distribution of
SST warming.92 The subsurface Indian Ocean has
insignificant warming signals and needs further
investigation.
Although the hotspot phenomenon also occurs

in the Atlantic near the Gulf Stream, subsurface
warming of the subtropical Atlantic is weaker than
in the tropics and at high latitudes.61 Leading to
variations in ocean circulation,93 subsurface warm-
ing is negatively correlated with thermocline depth,

which is symmetric between the tropical North
and South Atlantic. This may also be the dominant
reason for the meridionally symmetric responses
of SST, precipitation, and surface winds to global
warming, which is in striking contrast with the
tropical Pacific, with a shallower thermocline and
stronger warming to the north of equator. On the
other hand, recent studies have reported that a
strengthening of the AMOC is one of the reasons
why the Northern Hemisphere has warmed rapidly
and the Arctic sea ice has retreated drastically in
recent years.94 Yet, existing evidence attributes this
to interdecadal variability that has weakened the
AMOC lately.95,96 Therefore, the future change of
AMOC and its influence on regional climate remain
inconclusive.
In the Southern Ocean, strong global subduction

that forms polar mode water and deep convection
generates downwelling and vertical mixing. These
processes transport the GHG-induced heating from
the surface to the deep ocean. As a result, warming
at the surface and subsurface is reduced, except in
the South Indian Ocean, where moderate warming
is observed.91
In summary, surface ocean warming shows

striking consistency in the Southern Hemisphere
among various ocean basins, probably because
the subduction of the Southern Ocean takes away
surface heating and inhibits pronounced warm-
ing to occur in the subtropics. Equatorial regions
show cross-basin dynamical consistency that may
result from the similar air–sea coupling modes of
the tropical oceans. In the Northern Hemisphere,
however, distinctions emerge, for example, between
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans: subduction of the
AMOC transports surface warming to the deep
North Atlantic, symmetric with the subduction
in the Southern Ocean. This leads to subsurface
warming that is stronger in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. In recent years, pronounced warming has
occurred in the deep waters of the Atlantic and
Southern Oceans, which has been suggested as
evidence for enhanced deep ocean heat update
during the so-called global warming hiatus.97
Investigation of global ocean warming has

advanced our understanding of climate change
considerably; however, nonuniformity of climate
change between ocean basins is by no means
understood clearly. The remaining challenges
reflect the complexity of the scientific questions,
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including detailed mechanisms of ocean circulation
in different basins and their interactions, and data
limitations of both short observational records
and coarse horizontal sampling, especially for the
deep ocean, as well as biases and inconsistencies
between climatemodel simulations. In order to cor-
rectly understand the oceanic responses to climate
change, the scientific community needs to further
improve climate models, develop ocean exploration
technology, conduct observational experiments,
and analyze the observations (see below).

Influence on interannual variability

The significant influence of regional climate change
on the hydrological cycle mentioned above causes
adjustments in atmospheric and oceanic circulation
that affect interannual variability. The responses of
ENSO, IOD, and Atlantic Niño to global warming
are briefly reviewed in this section.

ENSO response
As the ENSO is the dominant mode of tropical
interannual fluctuations, its response to increasing
GHGs is of great interest, especially in terms of
amplitude change in the past few decades and
expectations for the future.25,47,98–102 Observational
studies reveal that ENSO amplitude has generally
weakened during the past three decades, which has
been accompanied by a strengthened zonal SST
gradient as well asWalker circulation in the tropical
Pacific. However, as for the future projections under
global warming, the latest two IPCC Assessment
Reports (i.e., AR4 and AR5) concluded that there
are large discrepancies between climate models
regarding ENSO amplitude change103,104 despite a
robust increase in the projected ENSO-driven rain-
fall variability.100,105 Changes in ENSO amplitude
result from competition amongmechanisms ampli-
fying and/or damping air–sea feedbacks involved in
the ENSO cycle.25,59 Hence, all of thesemechanisms
are potential sources of the intermodel uncertainty
in the ENSO amplitude projection.
The sensitivity of atmospheric circulation and

convective activity to local SST anomalies (SSTAs)
is a crucial tropical air–sea interaction process in
the Bjerknes feedback106,107 and ENSO develop-
ment in the eastern Pacific.108–110 These adjust-
ments in the Bjerknes feedback to global warming
can be an important source of uncertainty for
ENSO amplitude change among models.111 Models

with an increased (decreased) sensitivity tend to
amplify (weaken) El Niño through the Bjerknes
feedback (Fig. 3). However, as the simulations
of such sensitivity in current climate suffer from
systematic bias,111 models are unreliable in both
predicting the present-day ENSO amplitude and
projecting its change under global warming.
Moreover, due to the nonlinearity of the SST–
convection relationship,112–114 the sensitivity is
much less important for La Niña compared with
El Niño.
The section above that describes the dynamical

fundamentals of tropical climate change illus-
trated robust changes of the hydrological cycle
over the tropical Pacific due to GHG warming,
which establishes the background state for other
adjustments. Specifically, a weakened atmospheric
Walker circulation acts as a favorable condition for
an El Niño–like mean SST change.17,115 In CMIP5
models, this pattern exhibits an SST warming peak
in the eastern equatorial Pacific that is stronger
than in the western or in the tropical mean.116,117
The associated, locally enhanced Hadley cells tend
to destabilize the atmosphere at low levels and
increase the atmospheric circulation sensitivity
to the eastern Pacific SSTAs, and hence El Niño,
through the Bjerknes feedback.55,111,117

Owing to the multiple sources of uncertainty
involved in various ENSO feedbacks,25,110,118
whether the amplitude of the full ENSO cycle will
be enhanced or not cannot be answered definitively
at present. Nevertheless, implications could be
inferred when considering some robust mean-state
changes in the hydrological cycle that are important
to ENSO development. By applying a methodology
called “emergent constraint” to the common biases
in the historical simulations, mean SST and surface
wind changes in the tropical Pacific are constrained
to show a pattern of more enhanced warming in the
eastern Pacific and weakened surface trade winds,
which is closer to El Niño than the unconstrained
ensemble mean.116,119,120 These results imply a
potential strengthening of El Niño under global
warming through an enhanced sensitivity of atmo-
spheric circulation response to SSTAs, consistent
with previous studies.118,121 However, other pro-
cesses, including the oceanic feedbacks and their
interactions with the mean state, may offset this
strengthening122–124 and complicate the El Niño
amplitude change.
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Figure 3. (A) Intermodel scatterplot between changes in the response of atmospheric circulation to SSTAs over the Niño3 region
for SSTA > 0 (�ω′

EN) and the change of El Niño’s amplitude (�EN). (B) Intermodel scatterplot between changes in the response
of atmospheric circulation to SSTAs over the Niño3 region for SSTA < 0 (�ω′

LN) and the change of La Niña’s amplitude (�LN).
The sensitivity of atmospheric circulation to SSTAs is defined by linearly regressing the interannual anomalies of 500-hPa vertical
pressure velocity against the SSTAs at each grid point. The amplitude of El Niño and La Niña is defined as the root mean square
value of SSTAs averaged over the Niño3 region for SSTA > 0 and SSTA < 0. Changes in both amplitude and circulation response
are normalized by themean SST change averaged between 60°S and 60°N. The solid line denotes the linear intermodel regression.
The intermodel correlation coefficient is shown in the upper right corner of each panel, and the corresponding P value is shown in
each panel. Red (black) numbers denote that the intermodel correlation is significant (insignificant) at the 99% confidence level,
based on the Student’s t-test.

As another background condition for ENSO
development, ocean circulation and thermal struc-
ture can be affected by the weakening of the
Walker circulation74 and further influence ENSO
characteristics. For instance, the flattening of the
mean equatorial thermocline in response to the
reduction of surface trade winds will potentially
increase the occurrence of central over eastern
Pacific El Niño.125 Other responses of ENSO pro-
cesses to hydrological cycle changes are still poorly
understood, including ENSO onset, duration, ter-
mination, and transition between El Niño and La
Niña. A reliable projection for the overall evolution
of future ENSO properties requires climate mod-
els to reasonably reproduce all ENSO dynamical
and thermodynamic processes, as well as their
responses to global warming, including the influ-
ences of hydrological cycle changes and associated
feedbacks.47

IOD change
The IOD is the dominant climate mode in the
Indian Ocean on interannual timescales.126,127
Through the IOD, the Indian Ocean plays an active
role in climate, with pronounced global impacts.128
An IOD index, defined as the difference of regional
mean SSTs between the western equatorial Indian
Ocean (within 50–70°E and 10°S–10°N) and the
southeastern equatorial Indian Ocean (within 90–
110°E and 10°S–0°), is often used as a proxy for the
IOD in the context of climate change.
Low-frequency variations of the IOD are closely

related to relative change of SSTs in the eastern
and western poles of the Indian Ocean, which have
both increased but at different rates. By examin-
ing monthly SST observations during 1880–2004,
Ihara et al. showed that the eastern Indian Ocean
warmed faster than the western basin before 1919, a
condition favorable for negative IOD events.129 The
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period 1920–1949 appears as a transitional period,
during which the temperature changes were rela-
tively uniform zonally. SST over the western Indian
Ocean has increased faster after 1950, and more
positive IOD events have tended to occur.130,131
Such trends are reproduced by the CMIP mod-
els. In the context of recent global warming, the
Indian Ocean is subject to a relatively uniform SST
increase, more like a basin mode.132 As a result, the
zonal surface atmospheric circulation through the
Indian Ocean seems to be reduced (e.g., by MASC);
however, the long-term variation of the IOD is
muchmore complex due to the air–sea interactions.
Cai et al. concluded that the number of positive IOD
events has increased by 17% andmore positive IOD
events tend to occur in two or three consecutive
years due to global warming in recent decades.133
Furthermore, Cai et al. projected the frequency of
extreme positive IOD events to increase by nearly
a factor of three.100 Such model simulations are
quantitatively consistent with decadal variability
of the IOD observed from coral records.134,135
However, the overall frequency of the IOD does not
change significantly, and the amplitude difference
between the positive and the negative IOD events
decreased in the 20th century.56
Fundamentally, SST trends can be jointly

attributable to surface thermodynamics and ocean
dynamics. Hydrological processes play an impor-
tant role in the heat budget of the upper mixed
layer. Du and Xie showed that the impacts of global
warming on the Indian Ocean are amplified by
water vapor feedback in the CMIP3 models.136
Anomalies in low-level atmospheric circulation
modify evaporation and the corresponding latent
heat flux. Meanwhile, clouds are found to be the
dominant source of uncertainty for the simulated
IOD, consistent with uncertainties in the simulation
of many other climate processes. Dynamically, the
slow variation of the IOD is controlled by changes
in thermocline depth, especially in the eastern
tropical Indian Ocean.137 A shallow (deep) thermo-
cline over the eastern Indian Ocean is favorable for
positive (negative) IOD events and weak (strong)
IOD responses to the ENSO,138 which has been
confirmed by CMIP5 simulations.139 A shoaling
of the thermocline in the eastern tropical Indian
Ocean strengthens the thermocline feedback, lead-
ing to an increase in the variance and a reduction
of the negative skewness of the IOD.

The IOD has a close relation with the ENSO in
the Pacific Ocean, for example, many IOD events
coexist with ENSO events. However, their interac-
tions are also subject to change, and their degree of
independence is still uncertain.140 Usually, a posi-
tive (negative) IOD event resembles a mirror image
of El Niño (La Niña), although it was found that
the decadal variability of the IOD and the ENSO
was not well correlated.137 Hence, an Indo-Pacific
tripole mode was proposed,141 which aimed to syn-
thesize the IOD and the ENSO. The Walker circu-
lation is the hinge between the IOD and the ENSO
in the atmosphere. A weakened Walker circulation
due to global warming22 would lead to easterly wind
anomalies in the lower troposphere over the tropical
Indian Ocean. As a result, the equatorial thermo-
cline would flatten and induce a thermal structure
resembling the positive IOD, which is consistent
with the El Niño-like response in the Pacific Ocean.
The Indonesian throughflow (ITF) is the bridge

between the ENSO and the IOD in the ocean.
Changes in ITF volume and its vertical stratifica-
tion have pronounced impacts on the IndianOcean,
such as the thermocline dome over the southwest-
ern basin.142 In the context of global warming, the
sea level rises in the Indian Ocean, which decreases
the pressure gradient between the Pacific and the
Indian Ocean. As a result, ITF and associated heat
transport to the Indian Ocean tend to be reduced,
while heat content increases in the Pacific Ocean.143
Consistently, changes in ITF and heat exchange
between the two oceans are found to be related to
the recent hiatus of global warming.144 In addi-
tion, the thermocline depth of ITF (in theMakassar
Strait) also changed significantly after 2008/2009,145
but the dynamics still require dedicated studies.
The ITF volume is basically controlled by the

pressure gradient between the western Pacific and
the eastern Indian Ocean.146 During El Niño, the
trade winds in the equatorial Pacific and the north
equatorial ocean current become weaker. This
reduces the Kuroshio current, which originates
from the bifurcation of the northern equatorial
current east of the Philippines. Consequently, more
Pacific water enters the South China Sea (SCS)
through the Luzon Strait. The SCS water can reach
south of the Makassar Strait via the Karimata Strait
as the SCS throughflow that is usually fresher
than near the Maritime Continent. The resulting
elevation in sea level works like a plug against the
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major southward ITF mass transport through the
Karimata Strait. The enhanced SCS throughflow147

reinforces the freshwater plug in the south of the
Makassar Strait.148 Both the reduction of trade
winds and the enhancement of the freshwater plug
reduce the ITF.149
Variations in the ITF can modify the SST and

ocean dynamics in the eastern Indian Ocean after it
enters the basin between 10° and 15°S.150,151 In addi-
tion, it can also have impacts on the western Indian
Ocean, particularly in the thermocline dome region
around the Seychelles.142,152 The reduction in ITF
is prone to inducing cool SSTAs over the eastern
Indian Ocean, since the ITF transports warm and
fresh water from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean.
Therefore, an El Niño event may create a favorable
environment for a positive IOD event. However, the
ITF-induced ENSO influences on IOD and their
robustness have not yet been clearly quantified.
It has also been proposed that the variability

in the Indian Ocean may have feedbacks to the
Pacific Ocean via equatorial planetary waves in
the ocean.153 Indeed, the IOD can leave footprints
on the ENSO and such feedbacks may be active
in response to global warming.128,154 For example,
simulations using a global ocean–atmosphere cou-
pled model showed that extreme IOD events from
2006 to 2008 can significantly enhance El Niño
and the forecast of its onset.155 Nevertheless, such
mechanisms are still under debate.

Atlantic Niño and meridional mode
Attribution of the significant long-term trends
going back several decades has been challenging
for the tropical Atlantic. Since 1950, there has been
significant warming of the basin, which is most
pronounced in the eastern equatorial region during
boreal summer.156 The warming is associated with
anomalous westerly near-surface winds in the cen-
tral and eastern equatorial Atlantic, deepening of
the thermocline, and increases in convection and
precipitation in western equatorial Africa near the
Gulf of Guinea. One possible cause of the anoma-
lous warming in the eastern equatorial Atlantic
is an increase in anthropogenic aerosol emissions
in the Northern Hemisphere since 1950.156 The
aerosol effect has acted to cool the tropical North
Atlantic and weaken the easterly trade winds in the
equatorial Atlantic, deepening the thermocline and

increasing SST. Nevertheless, this may be reinforced
by a phase shift of the AMO during 1955–1975.157
In contrast with the results of Tokinaga and

Xie,156 Servain et al.158 showed an increasing trend
in near-surface wind speed throughout the tropical
Atlantic despite the strongest SST warming trends
in the equatorial and intertropical convergence zone
(ITCZ) regions of the Atlantic going back to the
1960s. That is, the increase in SST since the 1970s
has likely been caused by changes in the AMOC
or subtropical ocean cells. The results of Lübbecke
et al.159 support this view, showing that increased
flow of warm Indian Ocean water through the
Agulhas leakage and into the tropical Atlantic may
have contributed to the observed warming trend.
These previous studies illustrate the challenge of
attributing trends in the tropical Atlantic to natural
variability, anthropogenic aerosols, and GHGs. The
differences in trends among observational data sets
contribute to the difficulty.
Interannual variability in the tropical Atlantic

projects strongly onto two modes: the Atlantic
Niño and the Atlantic meridional mode (AMM).
The Atlantic Niño is characterized by anomalous
warming of SST in the eastern equatorial Atlantic
that peaks in the boreal summer.160,161 This mode
is maintained in part through positive feedback
between SST, equatorial zonal wind, and ther-
mocline depth, that is, the Bjerknes feedback.162
The AMM consists of an anomalous meridional
gradient of SST centered near the equator that
is associated with anomalous near-surface winds
directed toward the warmer hemisphere and a dis-
placement of the ITCZ over the warmer SST.163,164
The AMM tends to peak in the boreal spring165,166
and is enhanced by the positive wind–evaporation–
SST feedback.106,167

Through changes in air–sea heat fluxes, atmo-
spheric circulation, and convection, the Atlantic
Niño and AMM affect rainfall over the surrounding
continents, sometimes leading to severe droughts or
floods.168–172 The AMM additionally affects North
Atlantic hurricane activity,173 and, more generally,
tropical Atlantic variability modulates the ENSO
and the Asian monsoon. Warming associated with
an Atlantic Niño causes anomalous subsidence
over the rest of the tropics, favoring a La Niña
state in the equatorial Pacific and affecting ENSO
prediction,174,175 and leading to a weakening of the
Asian summer monsoon.176 Anomalous warming
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in the tropical North Atlantic associated with the
AMM has also been shown to interact with the
ENSO.177–179
Under global warming, the deepened thermo-

cline in the central and eastern equatorial Atlantic
makes the SST less responsive to wind and ther-
mocline changes, which will weaken the Atlantic
Niño variability and decrease the magnitude of
interannual rainfall variations in western Africa.
However, projections of changes in the Atlantic
Niño and AMM under global warming are difficult
due to large systematic biases in coupled model
simulations of the tropical climate.180,181 One way
to alleviate this difficulty is to force an atmospheric
model with historical and future projections of SST.
Using this technique, Mohino and Losada182 found
that climate change will lead to an eastward shift of
rainfall anomalies in the eastern Atlantic associated
with the Atlantic Niño and a weakening of negative
Atlantic Niño–induced rainfall anomalies from the
Asian summer monsoon. However, future changes
in Atlantic Niño and AMM characteristics, such as
frequency and intensity, and their potential impacts
on regional and global climate remain unclear. An
important ongoing challenge is reducing biases
present in many coupled climate models that have
not been corrected much during the past two
decades.181 It is important to correct these biases
in order to generate useful projections for tropical
Atlantic variability under various climate change
scenarios.

Impact on monsoons

Monsoon climates display strong seasonality, char-
acterized by a distinct wet summer and dry winter,
usually with opposite wind directions. Across
the globe, areas affected by monsoon account
for approximately 20% of the Earth’s surface and
monsoon precipitation accounts for 30.8% of total
precipitation.183 Moreover, more than two-thirds
of the human population lives in monsoon regions,
where the variability of monsoon precipitation
exerts profound socioeconomic influences. This
section summarizes changes in the global monsoon
(GM) system and then downscales to the Asian
and South American regions and discusses mon-
soon modulations by the ENSO. It is noteworthy
that the African monsoon precipitation tends to
increase in a warmer climate, but the extent is not
as remarkable as that of the South Asia monsoon.57

A

B

Figure 4. The climatological (1980–2005) monsoon rainfall
(color shading; mm/day) and monsoon areas (red lines) in the
results of GPCP (A) and CMAP (B). The monsoon rainfall is
the local summer (May–September/November–March in the
Northern/Southern Hemisphere) mean. This figure is adapted
from Ref. 186.

The global monsoon system
The concept of the GM was proposed by Trenberth
et al.184 and Wang and Ding.183 Here, the wet (dry)
season is defined as May–September (November–
March) in the Northern Hemisphere, and opposite
in the other hemisphere. The GM is quantified
by precipitation, an essential feature with areas
in which the wet season rainfall accounts for no
less than 55% of the annual rainfall (e.g., Refs. 183
and 185). The monsoon rainfall and areas186 are
displayed in Figure 4. The GM variation can be
recognized as the first leading mode in a multivari-
ate empirical orthogonal function performed for
the annual cycle of precipitation/850 hPa winds,
reflecting the impact of antisymmetric solar forcing
with a 1- to 2-month delay in atmospheric circula-
tion. In a warming climate, the following changes
of the GM have been predicted.187,188

GM areas expand in projections with climate
models. RCP4.5 modes project a 1–10% area
increase, with the 50th percentile at 5.4%.187 The
ensemble mean increase is 3–5%, equivalent to 1–
2% K−1 of global mean surface warming.57,185 The
expansion mainly occurs over the central to eastern
tropical Pacific, southern Indian Ocean and eastern
Asia,187 with twice as much over the ocean as over
land.185 The GM wet season will likely increase in
duration. Over the globe, as the GM withdrawal
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Figure 5. Time series of the globalmonsoon (upper) area (GMA; 106 km2) and (lower) intensity (GMI;mm/day) calculated based
on the GPCP (left) and CMAP (right) data sets for the period of 1979–2008. The linear trend of each time series is presented by a
dashed line, with the value of the change during this 27-year period shown in each panel. This figure is adapted from Ref. 189.

dates delay, the onset dates will either advance or
change little.187 Especially, the monsoon onset will
advance in the Northern Hemisphere, which may
be largely attributed to the overall precipitation
increase in May.57

GM precipitation increases. In response to
global warming, the atmospheric circulation tends
to slow down, reducing GM convection and precip-
itation as a dynamical effect. However, atmospheric
moisture increases as climate warms and over-
whelms the dynamical effect of the wet-get-wetter
mechanism (see above), leading to enhanced GM
precipitation as a thermodynamic effect.188 Con-
sistently, evaporation increases due to a larger
difference between surface-air specific humidity
and the saturated one at SST.185 The CMIP5 ensem-
ble mean GM precipitation increase is 5.7%, or
3–4% K−1 of global mean surface warming. Similar
to the area expansion, the increasing rate ofGMpre-
cipitation over the ocean is also twice that over the
land.185

The mean intensity of GM precipitation (precip-
itation per unit area) increases. In response to

CO2 forcing, the upper troposphere warms more
than the lower troposphere, leading to a more
stable atmosphere.77 Consequently, the frequency
of precipitation events decreases, and the aver-
age intensity of precipitation is stronger as more
moisture is available in a warmer atmosphere.187
Monsoon precipitation reacts distinctly between
the hemispheres. The monsoon rainfall is pro-
jected to increase 3.1% K−1 of global mean sur-
face warming in the Northern Hemisphere but
slightly decrease in the Southern Hemisphere.57
Among the GMs, the Asian monsoon is unique
in both formation and response to a warmer cli-
mate, which will be discussed in the following
section.
In order to compare with the above model

projected changes, we illustrate recently observed
trends in Figure 5.189 During the past several
decades, the GM area and total precipitation
increases similarly with those in future projections;
however, the GM intensity decreases, opposing the
future changes. This uncertainty in the observa-
tions might result from internal variability instead
of global warming.
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Asian monsoon system
The Tibetan Plateau plays a crucial role in the
formation and distribution of the Asian mon-
soon. Model simulations indicate that in boreal
summer, the heating and insulating effect of
the Tibetan Plateau forms a huge heat source
in South Asia.190,191 This enhances the southerly/
southwesterly winds over East Asia,192 transports
moisture further northward, and extends the edge
of the Asianmonsoon to the northernmost position
among all monsoon domains.193
In a warmer climate, the Asian monsoon pre-

cipitation will likely increase much more than
that of any other monsoon system in both the
average and the extreme, though there is great
uncertainty in these projections caused in part
by aerosols.187,188,194 Consistent with the GM, the
thermodynamic effect in the Asian monsoon over-
comes the dynamical effect to dominate the rainfall
change.188,195 Moreover, the decrease in ascending
motion of the Asian monsoon in response to global
warming is partially offset by the increase associated
with the enhanced land–sea thermal contrast.194,196
This leaves a small residual weakening in upward
motion that is insignificant compared with other
monsoons, giving rise to the wet-get-wetter effect.
In addition, a large increase in surface evaporation
contributes to a pronounced enhancement of Asian
monsoon precipitation.188
Moisture transport associated with the Asian

monsoon circulation is generally enhanced under
global warming. More precipitation is associated
with increased boreal summer latent heating over
the Tibetan Plateau and the strengthening of the
low-level East Asiamonsoonal flow and itsmoisture
transport.197 By contrast, the monsoon circulation
in South Asia tends to decrease by 15%, but the
associated moisture transport is strengthened due
to atmospheric warming and moistening.198
Physically, the rise of GHG concentrations

changes regional climate mainly through direct
radiative and SST-mediated processes, which exert
different dynamical and thermodynamic effects on
the Asianmonsoon. Specifically, the direct radiative
effect leads to an intensified land–sea thermal con-
trast as well as convergence over Asia, contributing
to an increase in Asian monsoon rainfall. The
SST-mediated effect warms and moistens the atmo-
sphere over Asia through ocean-to-land advection,
intensifying the monsoon rainfall. However, this

SST effect also includes a reduction of the land–sea
thermal contrast over Asia, leading to divergence
andweakening rainfall over Asia. Overall, the radia-
tive effect includes a positive dynamical component
and nonsignificant thermodynamic component,
but the SST mediates a negative dynamical effect
and stronger positive thermodynamic effect.194,199

The aforementioned studies on the Asian mon-
soon circulation and rainfall change in response to
global warming are largely based on the analysis
of general circulation model results, for which
differences in model physics often induce large
uncertainties in climate projections. Nonetheless,
since most models consistently project an increase
in atmospheric moisture, uncertainties in the ther-
modynamic effect are relatively small. By contrast,
changes in ascent or convergence are strongly
affected by patterns of SST warming that show great
diversity amongmodels. Thus, the uncertainty aris-
ing from the dynamical effect is relatively large.199

South American hydrology
Analyses of several observational data sets have
shown robust increase in surface air temperature
over South America during the past few decades.
Central Brazil is the region leading the annualmean
warming overmuch of the continent.200 By contrast,
annual precipitation has a significant positive trend
in only one of the adopted data sets,200 because
rainfall change varies much in space, with a robust
increase in only one region, roughly encompassing
the southern part of La Plata Basin (southern Brazil,
Uruguay, and northeastern Argentina). The histor-
ical CMIP5 simulations do not capture this feature.
It is, therefore, difficult to reach firm conclusions
on precipitation trends in South America due to
considerable geographical variations and the strong
influence of SST variability.201
Barkhordarian et al.202 examined seasonal trends

in the observed warming during the period 1983–
2003 in daily maximum andminimum near surface
air temperatures (Tmax and Tmin, respectively)
over South America. This was done by applying
a detection and attribution (D&A) methodology,
in which natural variability and forced trends are
estimated from long-term simulations in CMIP5
models with different scenarios of GHG and aerosol
concentrations. The detection component of D&A
revealed that in the wet seasons the natural modes
of variability explain a substantial portion of Tmin
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and Tmax variability. However, the warming trend
during the dry seasons (June–August, September–
November (SON)) is well beyond the range of
natural (internal) variability influenced by the
ENSO, the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO), and
the SAM. The attribution component of D&A
revealed that the observed anthropogenic warming
in SON is up to 0.6 K per decade over central Brazil
and northern Argentina, which is not reproduced
by any of the global and regional climate change
projections. It also showed that anthropogenic
aerosols have a detectable influence in SON and
that the indirect effect of aerosols on cloud lifetime
is more compatible with the observed record. An
increasing trend in the observed incoming solar
radiation over northern South America in SON
was found to be larger than expected from natural
(internal) variability alone.
In a follow-up study on the dry season over

tropical South America, Barkhordarian et al.203
addressed the observed drying during 1983–2012
over southern Amazonia and central Brazil. Their
analysis captured negative trends in precipitation
during the past decades that exceed the estimated
range of natural variability in the climate system.
Moreover, a bivariate (two-dimensional) attribu-
tion analysis pointed to elevated GHG levels and
land-use change as the key causes of the drying.
Thus, it was suggested that the recent trend to a
drier dry season over northern South America will
intensify in the course of unfolding anthropogenic
climate change. Such change could have profound
societal and ecological impacts on the region.
In particular, Barkhordarian et al.204 showed an
increasing trend over tropical South America in
vapor pressure deficit, a key driver of plant tran-
spiration and photosynthesis. Drier and longer
dry seasons can have significant influences on the
ecosystem microclimate and the hydrological cycle
in tropical South America.

Monsoon modulations by the ENSO
The monsoon systems vary markedly at seasonal
to orbital timescales, and the major processes
that drive their variations are distinct across the
timescales.205–207 On the interannual timescale,
the ENSO is the dominant factor that modulates
the monsoon pattern and variability.208,209 Dur-
ing El Niño, droughts often occur in monsoon
regions like South Asia, Australia, and West Africa,

while wet conditions prevail in monsoon regions
like East Asia, East Africa, and southwest North
America.209,210 In general, these impacts reverse
during a La Niña event.
Here, we illustrate some examples in more

detail. Modern observational records indicate that
the ENSO influence on the South Asian summer
monsoon (SASM) was significant over most of the
20th century, but it has weakened substantially
since the late 1970s.211 By contrast, the overall
coupling between the ENSO and the western North
Pacific, East Asian, and Indonesian monsoons
have strengthened since the late 1970s, overriding
the concurrent weakening of the ENSO–SASM
anticorrelation.212,213 ENSO effects are also pri-
marily responsible for the interannual variability of
South American monsoon precipitation. The warm
(cold) phase of ENSO is generally associated with
below (above) average precipitation in northern
South America during the warm season and with
enhanced (reduced) precipitation in southeastern
South America.
However, the ENSO influence on the monsoon

climate is largely through atmospheric teleconnec-
tions and is nonstationary over time. For instance,
El Niño (La Niña) events in the cold (warm)
AMO phase tend to be stronger than in the warm
(cold) AMO phase.210,214,215 Overall, observational
records collectively indicate that the strength of the
ENSO influence on the GM climate has waxed and
waned over time, although regional manifestations
have varied and its robustness can hardly be scru-
tinized due to the shortness of the observations.216
Thus, high-resolution paleoclimate records have
been employed to provide a long-term perspec-
tive to the examination of the ENSO–monsoon
modulations. Similar to observational records,
decadal to centennial variations in the strength of
ENSO teleconnections on precipitation or moisture
have been observed as robust features in all major
monsoon regions during the past few centuries to
millennia.205,217–219

In addition to the paleoclimate records, ensemble
runs of models show tremendous natural variability
despite the fact that they cannot simulate ENSO
very accurately. Numerous studies have been con-
ducted to understand the factors that drive the
modulations of the ENSO–monsoon relationship.
A number of major processes have been identi-
fied, including a shift between the eastern Pacific
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CMIP5 historical + RCP4.5

Observation

Figure 6. Global mean surface temperature (GMST) anoma-
lies since 1880, from observations and CMIP5 historical sim-
ulations with the RCP4.5 scenario. The average of observa-
tions (red curve) is derived from NOAAGlobalTemp v5,228

GISTEMP v4,229 and HadCRUT 4.6.0.0.230 The CMIP5 multi-
model ensemblemean (white curve) and± unit ensemble stan-
dard deviation (blue shading) are calculated from 110 mem-
bers of 37 models. All GMST anomalies for observations and
CMIP5 models are relative to their 1961–1990 averages.

and central Pacific El Niño,220,221 disturbance due
to regional atmosphere–ocean interactions,213,222
variations in the Pacific and/or Atlantic mean state
related to the PDO and/or the aforementioned
AMO,223,224 and the long-term changes in ENSO
activity.219,225
Nonetheless, substantial future progress is

necessary to pinpoint the nature of ENSO–
monsoon modulations and the driving mecha-
nisms of their dynamical relationships on different
timescales. Improvements in climate models are
crucial in this regard, as currently they have lim-
ited success in simulating the ENSO–monsoon
modulations.218,226,227

Interdecadal variability and global warming

Global mean surface temperature (GMST)
increased by more than 1 K during the past
century, but this warming was not monotonic.
Observations228–230 and simulations shown in Fig-
ure 6 indicates substantial interdecadal fluctuations
of GMST, with acceleration and deceleration of
warming, such as the early 20th century fast warm-
ing and the global warming hiatus in the 2000s.
The interdecadal modulation is so important that
the CMIP6 (see below) exclusively includes a set
of pacemaker experiments58 to examine it with a
large multimodel ensemble in the aforementioned

Decadal Climate Prediction Project (DCPP). This
section reviews the current understanding of how
GMST has been modulated by internally generated
interdecadal variability.

Early 20th century warming
While warming since the 1960s is largely attributed
to anthropogenic GHG forcing, the comparable
early 20th century warming (ETCW) has long been
mysterious.231 During this period, GHG radia-
tive forcing was three to four times weaker than
at present,232 and the reduction in observed sea
ice extent was small.233 These differences suggest
that mechanisms other than GHG forcing played
key roles in ETCW. Applying an optimal detec-
tion/attribution methodology to observations and
simulations, Shiogama et al.234 found that the recov-
ery from large volcanic activity and increase in solar
irradiance contributed to ETCW, consistent with
Refs. 235 and 236. On the other hand, Andronova
and Schlesinger237 and Ring et al.238 indicated that
the ETCW can be primarily attributed to internal
variability, with GHG forcing only a secondary
factor. The ensemble mean of CMIP5 all-forcing
simulations explains only 20–40% of the observed
GMST increase from 1910 to the 1940s (Fig. 6),
reflecting the importance of internal variability.
The Arctic is one of the most sensitive regions of

ETCW,231 with a 60°–90°N mean surface warming
of 1.5 K from 1910 to the 1940s,239 compared with
the contemporary GMST increase of 0.2–0.3 K.
The positive albedo feedback cannot explain the
early Arctic warming because observations show
an insignificant reduction in sea ice extent. On
the other hand, recent studies suggest that the
interdecadal variability in the Pacific and Atlantic
played a major role in the pronounced Arctic
warming in the early 20th century. By forcing
an atmosphere-only model with an improved
SST product, Tokinaga et al.240 mainly attributed
the ETCW over the entire Arctic to concurrent
negative-to-positive phase shifts of the IPO and
the AMO in the mid-1920s, by intensifying warm
advection of near-surface air into the North Amer-
ican and Eurasian Arctic regions. Svendsen et al.241
reported similar advection enhancement due to
a deepening of the Aleutian low associated with
the negative-to-positive phase shift of the IPO. In
their model simulations, the Aleutian low deep-
ening further weakens the polar vortex, leading to
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subsidence-induced adiabatic heating at the Arctic
surface. Both studies highlight the importance of
internally generated interdecadal variabilities for
ETCW and the need for a reliable reconstruction of
their historical evolution.

Global warming hiatus in the late
1990s–2000s
Despite a continuous increase in well-mixed GHGs,
the GMST rise slowed down unexpectedly in the
late 1990s–2000s. This slowdown is commonly
known as the global warming hiatus.20,242–248 The
global mean SST increased at 0.14 ± 0.06 K per
decade9 during 1993–2012, which is less than
half of the 0.30 ± 0.02 K per decade projected by
the CMIP5 simulations (95% confidence inter-
vals). This weaker trend results from a relatively
flat temperature evolution after 1998; hence, the
inconsistency is more striking for the past 15 years
(1998–2012) between the actual warming of 0.05 ±
0.08 K per decade and the predicted change of
0.21 ± 0.03 K per decade. The strongest hiatus
signals are found in the tropics because omission
of tropospheric and surface observations in the
polar regions does not significantly affect the global
mean.249

As the hiatus has received considerable attention
from both the scientific community and general
public, a number of recent studies have investi-
gated its mechanisms and influences on ocean
circulation. For instance, this phenomenon is
found to be a characteristic of the near-surface
temperature but does not represent a slowdown
of the whole climate system warming, imply-
ing the redistribution of heat into the deeper
ocean.97,250,251 Another culprit could be volcano
eruptions that cool the climate through reducing
shortwave radiation.246 Here, we elaborate on the
internal variability,20,58,243,247,252 with interbasin
effects.21,253,254
A La Niña–like trend pattern due to a positive-

to-negative shift of the IPO has been suggested
as the major contributor to the hiatus.20 While
this SST change largely originates from natural
interdecadal climate variability, the anthropogenic
aerosol forcing also partly contributed to the
La Niña–like trend pattern during the hiatus
period.255,256 A novel modeling method was used
to identify recent cooling in the eastern equatorial
Pacific as the key to reconciling climate simula-

tions and observations. In addition to radiative
forcing, global temperature change was simulated
by prescribing the observed history of SST over
the central to eastern tropical Pacific.20 Although
limited to only 8.2% of the global surface, this SST
prescription enabled a successful reproduction of
the annual mean global temperature, with a corre-
lation coefficient of 0.97 for 1970–2012. Moreover,
the simulation captured the major seasonal and
regional characteristics of the hiatus, including the
intensified Walker circulation,243 winter cooling
in northwestern North America, and prolonged
drought in the southern United States. Kosaka and
Xie58 also found similar hiatus events in 1896–1910
and 1962–1976, coincident with La Niña–like SST
changes. Meehl et al.252 linked these hiatus decades
with the negative phases of the IPO, which inter-
nally generates cooling in the tropical Pacific to
offset the externally forced global warming.
During the hiatus period, the AMO shifted from

a negative to a positive phase, a change opposite
to the IPO. Several studies have highlighted the
interbasin impact from the tropical Atlantic instead
of the stand-alone influence in the Pacific. McGre-
gor et al.21 found that the La Niña–like variability
has been driven mainly by the recent pronounced
Atlantic SST warming and the corresponding trans-
basin redistribution of atmospheric pressure, which
is associated with North American rainfall trends
and western Pacific sea-level rise. Similarly, Li
et al.253 concluded that the tropical Atlantic played
a key role in initiating the tropics-wide telecon-
nection during the past three decades. A tropical
Atlantic pacemaker experiment indicated that the
Atlantic-induced anomalies contributed nearly 55–
75% of the tropical SST and circulation variations
during the satellite era. Applying a semiempirical
approach, Steinman et al.254 combined climate
observations and model simulations to estimate
multidecadal variability in the Atlantic and Pacific.
The study found that interdecadal signals explain
a large proportion of the recent “false pause” in
global warming, with competition between a mod-
est positive peak in the Atlantic and a substantially
negative phase in the Pacific. Although similar
decadal hiatus events may occur in the future, the
long-term warming trend is expected to continue
as GHG concentrations increase.247
Both IPO- and AMO-induced SST changes have

a significant influence on regional patterns of
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precipitation change during the satellite
era.209,257,258 The La Niña–like SST changes
enhanced (suppressed) deep convection over the
tropical western (the equatorial central to eastern)
Pacific, while the positive AMO changes increased
precipitation over the subtropical North Atlantic.
These SST precipitation changes are characterized
by warmer-get-wetter patterns, which played a
primary role in regional patterns of precipitation
trends during the satellite era.
A recent study259 has shown that surface-drifting

and moored buoy measurements have a cold bias of
0.12 K compared with ship-based observations, and
the global coverage of buoys has increased by up to
15% in recent decades. Because the global SST data
sets mostly employ both types of observing systems,
this will cause a cold bias in the trend estimation for
the global mean SST. After this cold bias of the buoy
data is corrected, it is possible to reject the existence
of the hiatus. Another study260 used a more rigor-
ous and comprehensive statistical analysis rather
than a simple trend calculation, which leads to an
increase in the significance of the positive warming
trend after the year 2000. However, by carefully
examining the results of Ref. 259, the present study
found that the global surface temperature had a
rather weak trend during 1950–1970, and then
increased significantly during 1971–2000, which
apparently shows a warming trend stronger than
2001–2014. The test of the significance of warming
during the early 21st century depends strongly on
the period selected in the 20th century. Therefore,
it is possible that the corrected data set still shows
evidence for a smaller increasing linear trend over
the past 15 years than over the past 45 years, that
is, a pacemaker effect of interdecadal variability on
presumably continuous global warming.

Discussion and outlook

Previous progress
Global warming is often defined using simple
metrics, such as the change in Earth’s mean sur-
face temperature, because climate change impacts
are generally thought to be in scale with global
mean temperature. However, ultimately what are
most meaningful from societal and decision-
making standpoints are projections of how climate
change will affect specific regions in terms of rain-
fall, extreme weather events, sea-level rise, etc.
Advancements in climate modeling and theory and

sustained global observing systems have improved
our understanding of regional climate change and
enhanced our capability to predict their future
changes.
With a globally uniform increase in GHG con-

centrations, robust regional differences in surface
warming will occur. The regional response of ocean
surface temperature to global warming depends on
factors, such as preexisting basin-scale atmospheric
and oceanic circulations, as well as SST patterns. In
the tropics, these warming patterns drive changes
in surface wind, atmospheric convection, and
rainfall that interact with global-scale changes in
air temperature, humidity, and three-dimensional
atmospheric circulation.
The ENSO dominates the year-to-year variability

of the tropical climate. Under continuing global
warming, the ENSO is predicted to change, with
potential effects on its predictability and global
impacts. There are indications that El Niño events
may become stronger under global warming,
although the changes in the overall nature of the
ENSO cycle, including the prevalence of eastern
Pacific versus central Pacific events, remain unclear.
The Atlantic analog of El Niño, termed the

Atlantic Niño, affects atmospheric circulation in
the Atlantic and equatorial Pacific. Observations
showed a long-term warming trend and associ-
ated deepening of the thermocline in the eastern
equatorial Atlantic, which has weakened negative
Atlantic Niño variability and decreased its associ-
ated rainfall variability in western Africa. Future
changes in Atlantic Niño characteristics and their
interbasin impacts remain unclear.
The Indian Ocean has a dipole mode nearly

resembling a mirror image of ENSO, namely the
IOD. The IOD and ENSO are connected by the
Walker circulation in the atmosphere and bridged
by the ITF in the ocean. A global warming–induced
shoaling of thermocline in the eastern tropical
Indian Ocean would strengthen the IOD activity.
Positive IOD events, especially the extreme ones,
are projected to increase based on model simu-
lations. However, the overall frequency may not
change significantly.
Monsoons provide rainfall to sustain large por-

tion of the human population, underscoring the
importance of understanding their interactions
with the ENSO and long-term changes. Despite a
future slowdown of the tropics-wide atmospheric
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circulation, GM rainfall is expected to increase and
the monsoon season is projected to lengthen. How-
ever, there are notable differences among monsoon
systems, in which rainfall depends on conditions
such as land–sea heating contrast and orography.
GMST, the most commonly used metric of cli-

mate change, has not risen at a uniform rate, but
has experienced prolonged periods of reduced or
enhanced warming due to natural variability. Most
recently, there was a decade-long period of warming
pause during the late 1990s–2000s. This warming
hiatus has been linked to a natural decadal cycle in
the Pacific Ocean that may have been enhanced by
warming in the Atlantic Ocean. It is important to
understand the causes of these natural changes in
order to improve interdecadal climate predictions
and to help improve longer term projections into
the future.

Outlooks based on CMIP6 projections
Along with the evolution of CMIP1–5, the research
community has recognized a number of great
challenges as the scientific backdrop for the orga-
nization and design of experiments for phase 6
of the CMIP.85 The mandatory items in CMIP6
are Diagnosis, Evaluation, and Characterization of
Klima (DECK) experiments (klima is “climate” in
German) and historical simulations (1850–2014).
The DECK experiments consist of Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP), preindus-
trial control (piControl), 1% per year CO2 increase
(1pctCO2), and abrupt CO2 quadrupling (abrupt-4
× CO2) simulations.

CMIP6 endorses 23 additional MIPs, including
not only previously existing projects like Scenar-
ioMIP (advanced representative concentration
pathways (RCPs)), but also novel projects such as
AerChemMIP (aerosols and chemistry), GeoMIP
(geoengineering), and HighResMIP (high res-
olution). Simulations in the endorsed MIPs are
grouped into tiers to ensure community engage-
ment. Only the Tier 1 experiments are overseen by
the CMIP Panel, while additional experiments pro-
posed by theMIPs are assigned to Tiers 2 and 3. Tier
1 experiments have the highest priority, demanding
at least eight modeling groups to perform runs and
provide all requested diagnostics for answering at
least one of the MIP’s leading science questions.
The present study addresses several great chal-

lenges regarding hydrological cycle changes and

their impacts on climate variability, yet there remain
issues concerning the improvement in understand-
ing, predictability, and projection into the future.
Examples of these challenges are changes in clouds,
circulation and climate sensitivity, climate extremes,
regional sea-level rise, and water availability. Here,
we discuss some promising advantages of the new
projections in resolving those related to this review,
including but not limited to the following future
research directions.

Regional climate change in the tropics. The new
CMIP6 output (Fig. 7) resembles CMIP5 results
(Fig. 1) in patterns but is enhanced in magnitudes,
especially for the historical runs. Hence, strong
uncertainty still remains, probably originating from
the lack of understanding in pattern formation pro-
cesses, including ocean heat content (mixed layer
depth), ocean–atmosphere feedbacks, convection,
and energy and moisture transports. The interac-
tions with the very complex and uncertain role of
cloud feedbacks are still one of the greatest chal-
lenges. CMIP6 targets them with new experiments
such as the ScenarioMIP, Flux-Anomaly-Forced
Model Intercomparison Project (FAFMIP), and
CFMIP described below.
The ScenarioMIP adopts updated RCPs based

on the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs),
plus some gap scenarios uncovered by the RCPs.
SSP1–5 range from a societal development with
greatest sustainability to one fully dependent on
fossil fuel. Emissions and land-use scenarios are
then generated with integrated assessment models
based on these configurations. Each SSPx–y forcing
pathway combination represents an integrated sce-
nario of future climate and societal change, where
x represents the SSP and y is the RCP. The Tier 1
experiments include SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5, SSP3–7.0,
and SSP5–8.5.
The FAFMIP is designed to address uncertainties

in projections of sea-level rise, including its global
mean due to thermal expansion induced by ocean
heat uptake and its geographical patterns due to
ocean density and circulation change in response
to CO2 forcing.261 In FAFMIP, surface fluxes such
as momentum, heat, and freshwater are prescribed
with corresponding perturbations from 1pctCO2
experiments to piControl runs. This experimental
setupmight also be utilized to diagnose SST pattern
change through the surface heat flux budget.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 1 but for CMIP6 models with the SSP2–4.5 scenario (2091–2100 minus 2015–2024) updating the
RCP4.5.

Besides the DECK experiments, the Cloud
Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP,
phase 3) has been further developed from CMIP5
to reinforce the understanding of cloud–climate
feedback mechanisms and to improve the eval-
uation of clouds and cloud feedbacks in climate
models. Besides the CFMIP2 experiments (AMIP,
AMIP-p4K (-m4K), AMIP-4 × CO2, and AMIP-
future4K), Tier 1 has added several corresponding
aquaplanet simulations, and Tier 2 is very compli-
cated to test multiple mechanisms of land rainfall
change. The CFMIP3 experiments will be useful
to test the SST pattern effect on cloud change and
feedbacks, which has been attempted in recent
studies on water vapor60 and clouds.262

Interannual and interdecadal variabilities. The
endorsed MIPs plus the DECK experiments favor
the understanding of various climatemodes. For the
ENSO, the Atlantic Niño, and the IOD, their mag-
nitudes, frequencies of occurrence, spatial patterns,
interbasin connections, and impacts on the hydro-
logical cycle are the major targets to address. For
example, considering cloud feedback as the leading
source of uncertainty in the SST warming,263 the
CFMIP and HighResMIP could be invoked to test
its effect on ENSO amplitude change. The DCPP,

continued from CMIP5, is useful for climate modes
that feature interdecadal variability, for example, its
impacts on the global surface temperature rise and
interactions with ocean circulation.

Monsoons. The sensitivity of monsoons to
changes in surface temperature, land–sea thermal
contrast, atmospheric circulation, and aerosols
is still poorly understood. CMIP6 has added the
Global Monsoons Modeling Intercomparison
Project (GMMIP), with specific experiments and
sensitivity tests to serve monsoon studies and sim-
ulations for multiple timescales from orographical
maintenance, interannual variability, to historical
and future evolutions. The experimental setup in
GMMIP includes:

Tier 1: Extended AMIP run over 1870–2013.
Tier 2: Pacemaker runs in 20th century (to under-
stand IPO and AMO effects).
Tier 3: Topography change experiments (Tibetan
Plateau, Africa, America).

These experiments may help resolve some of the
open questions described in the section above on
monsoons.
Continued progress will depend on sustained

international commitments to advances in
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process-level understanding, regional climate
modeling, and global climate observations. The
CMIP6 efforts are directly addressing these with
a new generation of climate models. We foresee
a strengthened development of climate change
science through the combination of these model
outputs with innovative observational methodolo-
gies, for example, for clouds and ocean mixing.
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